
You Might Be More Psychic Than You Think! 
Developing Your Soul Abilities  

for 
Your Spiritual Growth & Fulfillment 

= Our Brand New Ninth Set of TeleClasses in This Series = 

The Overall Theme for This Set of TeleClasses: 

Create & Transform Your Life:

Energy Work for Creatively Expressing Who You Are in the World

03/05  Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC57 - You are a Creative Being:  
    Energy Work for Making Space For Your Creativity 

04/02 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC58 - Creating Outside the Box: 
    Energy Work for Creating the Extraordinary 

05/07  Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC59 - Being in the World, Not of the World: 
    Energy Work for Showing Up 

06/11   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC60 - Let Your Aura Speak for You: 
    Energy Work for Communicating Who You Are 

07/23   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC61 - Your Chakras & Your Creative Expression: 
    Energy Work for Tuning Up Your Chakras 

08/13   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC62 - Finding Your Own Voice: 
    Energy Work for Speaking Your Truth 

09/03   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC63 - You Are the Light of the World: 
    Energy Work for Enjoying Who You Are 



Dear Friends and Awakening Souls, 

Do you know what every relationship is based on? Communication. Every healing begins 
with some kind of “hello”. In fact, the single most important function of your body is as an 
instrument for communication. As an immortal soul, you incarnated here in a world of 
time and space to learn to communicate. Communication is essential for you to create and 
to transform your life on your path to fulfilling your purpose. 

When you communicate, you are creatively expressing who you are. And you creatively 
express yourself every moment of every day—even while you sleep—whether or not you 
are aware of it. You can’t help it because as spirit, you simply are. Being that you are fully 
creative by nature, you are always creating and being your creative self. So, you are 
continuously expressing your creative psychic self in this world, even when you believe 
you are silent, keeping a secret to yourself, or doing nothing at all. There are no secrets, no 
hiding. You can run, but you can’t hide—at least, not for long.  

If you are creatively expressing yourself all the time anyway, you might as well become 
more aware of how and what you are communicating. Then, you would be able to more 
consciously choose how and what you communicate. After all, you are the light of the 
world. Isn’t it time you owned up to your function in this world? Remember, it doesn’t 
serve your purpose here to hide your brightness. 

To help you realize your innate creative power and what you are already unconsciously 
expressing, and learn to communicate with awareness more of who you are in the world, 

we welcome you to join us for our brand new set of seven teleclasses, Create & 
Transform Your Life: Energy Work for Creatively Expressing Who You Are in the World, 
in our popular ongoing series, You Might Be More Psychic Than You Think! We welcome 
you to sign up for all or any of these teleclasses and learn to create and transform your 
communication and your life by stepping up your creative expression in the world as the 
light that you are.  

Please scroll down below for the individual titles and class descriptions. See you in class 
soon! 

With enthusiasm, love, and joyous celebration of life,  

           Michael

⬇ 

Please Scroll Down for Class Descriptions



Create & Transform Your Life:

Psychic Energy Work for Your Career & Work Life

03/05  Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC57 - You are a Creative Being:  
    Energy Work for Making Space For Your Creativity 

You are spirit incarnated in a body. That means you are and you have a body. Intrinsic to 
your beingness is your limitless creative power. You are a fully creative being. You are 
creating every moment of every day, even while you sleep. Yet, the nature of creating is 
that it has to be expressed. You cannot create and not express what you create. In order to 
express your creativity, you need to create the space and time for your expression to flow 
in. If you don’t create enough of the energy space for you to express your creativity in, 
your creative power gets backed-up. And power is powerful. If you don’t give yourself 
space for its expression, it can cause a lot of problems, heartaches, and pain. So, find out 
more about you as the creative being that you are and how to do psychic energy work to 
make much more space into which you can express your creative power. Both are 
essential for you to communicate who you are in this world. 

04/02 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC58 - Creating Outside the Box: 
    Energy Work for Creating the Extraordinary 

Ever felt like you were up against some kind of immovable wall and you couldn’t progress? 
It’s like nothing was working or whatever you knew to do wasn’t enough to solve the 
problem or move things along? Or, you might have wanted to do something different, to 
create something out of the ordinary for a change. While it’s definitely important to create 
some routines in your life to establish stability and consistency, when you seek to make a 
big change or transform your life in some fundamental way, you need to create outside the 
box of tradition, convention, or the routine. Create something new out of the air! So, learn 
to create something new out of nothing. In fact, all creation begins with a blank canvas, an 
empty page, a zero start. Learn to do psychic energy work to create something 
extraordinary where there wasn’t anything like it before. 



05/07  Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC59 - Being in the World, Not of the World: 
    Energy Work for Showing Up 

You are not of this world of time and space. Your body may have been born here and will 
eventually die here, but you are spirit, limitless and eternal. Your body may have to live by 
the strict rules governing this world, much like the characters in a video game have to 
function according to the programming of the game, but you are not bound by those same 
limitations. But, to claim your freedom as a spiritual being here, show up here in the world 
fully. And showing up fully means you have to be more present here as the spirit and 
creative psychic being that you are. It’s time to learn how to do psychic energy work to 
help you be more present as the true psychic self that you are. 

06/11   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC60 - Let Your Aura Speak for You: 
    Energy Work for Communicating Who You Are 

As a creative soul, you are speaking all the time, not in words, but through the energy that 
you create. As you incarnate in physical form here, you express that energy around your 
body as your aura. Whether you are conscious of what you are communicating in this 
world or not, your communication has an impact. So, what is it you are already 
communicating? How do others around you respond to your communication? Discovering 
what you are saying through your aura continuously is essential to having great 
communication with others and creating fulfilling relationships. Learn to do psychic 
energy work to better express who you are in the world.  

07/23   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC61 - Your Chakras & Your Creative Expression: 
    Energy Work for Tuning Up Your Chakras 

Your chakras are energy-awareness-data centers in your energy body. You not only gather 
information from the world through your chakras, but you also express your creative 
potential into the world through them. So your chakras act as portals for your material 
manifestations and expressions. They serve a major function in helping you communicate 
in the world in a multitude of ways. When you keep your chakras healthy and tuned up, 
you are better able to communicate and express your creativity here. Of course, that’s all 
essential to keeping you healthy as well. Learn to do psychic energy work to heal and 
tune-up your chakras so that you can stay healthy and express yourself more creatively. 



08/13   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC62 - Finding Your Own Voice: 
    Energy Work for Speaking Your Truth 

Finding your own authentic voice is not only for actors, singers, and writers. It’s essential 
for every soul here in order to fulfill its true purpose. Besides souls incarnating in human 
form, all other creatures of nature don’t have a problem communicating themselves just as 
they are. In fact, they can’t do otherwise. A tree expresses itself as a tree—always. It can’t 
express itself as a mouse. A mouse can only express itself as a mouse and not as anything 
else. Only a human can express itself like a flying bird by inventing an airplane or like a 
fish by riding in a boat. A human can design an elaborate costume to don and a stage to 
perform on as any character he or she wants to become. A human easily lies and tells 
made-up stories about him or herself in order to hide something from others or just for 
entertainment’s sake. Above all, being something or someone or somehow different from 
one’s true self is what a human soul does in order to survive. So when the human soul 
embarks upon its spiritual path of awakening, unbecoming of what it has become is a 
most-important part of its journey toward realizing the truth of its being. One aspect of that 
process of spiritual growth is finding your own authentic voice to communicate. Therefore 
finding one’s voice has been an essential part of the writer’s, actor’s, and singer’s path to 
mastering themselves and their art. You cannot hope to write your masterpiece if you were 
trying to be someone else. Before you can express your truth, find out who you are and 
find your own voice. Learn to do psychic energy work to help you discover your voice and 
speak your truth. 

09/03   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT) 
TC63 - You Are the Light of the World: 
    Energy Work for Enjoying Who You Are 

You’ve heard that you are the light of the world. But do you know what that really means? 
It’s not something you have to learn to become—you already are the light of the world. 
You can’t be anything else. You can only pretend to be something other than that light. So 
eventually, you would have to own up to being the light of the world. You first have to 
become more aware of who you are and you have to learn to express the true you in the 
world. Since you are such a powerful creative being, you can definitely use your creativity 
to hide your light by living under a lampshade or in a dark closet or by pretending that you 
are not so bright. But, as Joe Louis, the legendary heavyweight boxing champ, said about 
his major opponent, “He can run but he can’t hide.” Don’t postpone the inevitable. Be 
proactive. Let your light shine more brightly in the world by learning to do psychic energy 
work to help you enjoy who you are. 


